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Abstract 
We prove that he function x~--+ ~k(a+x) (a>0) is submultiplicative on [0, c~) if and only ifa~>a0 =3.203171 .... Here, 
a0 denotes the only positive real number which satisfies if(a0)= 1. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The psi (or digamma) function is defined for all positive real numbers x by 
£(1 1) 
O(x) = r ' (x) / r (x)  =-c  + 1 + n x + n ' 
n=0 
where F denotes Euler's gamma function and C = 0.577215... is Euler's constant. 
In the past, the psi function has been investigated by several authors and many remarkable prop- 
erties of  this function can be found in the literature. In particular, there exist many inequalities for 
and its derivatives; we refer to the recently published paper [2] and the references given therein. 
This article has been motivated by a paper of  Gustavsson et al. [4], who proved in 1989 that if 
a>~l is a real number, then the function x~log(a  +x)  is submultiplicative on [0,c~) if and only 
if a>~e. 
We recall that a function f : [0 ,  co)--~ N is said to be submultiplicative on [0, oc), if 
f (xy )<<. f (x ) f (y )  for all x>~0 and y>~0. 
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Submultiplicative functions play a role in functional analysis and in the theory of semi-groups; ee 
[5]. Basic properties and many interesting examples of submultiplicative functions are given in [6]. 
Since the log and the psi functions have similar properties, in particular, log(x)~ ~,(x) (as x tends 
to c~), we are led to the question: for which real numbers a>0 is the function xH~(a  +x)  
submultiplicative on [0, c~)? It is the aim of this paper to answer this question. 
2. Two lemmas 
In this section we present wo technical lemmas which we need to prove our main result. 
Lemma 1. Let a=3.203171.. ,  be the only positive real number which satisfies ~k(a)= 1. Then we 
have for all real numbers x > 1: 
x~'(a + x 2) < ~(a + x)~b'(a + x). (2.1) 
Proof. We define the ratio 
r(x) = x~'(a + x 2)/¢'(a + x). 
3 Since ¢ is strictly increasing on (0,oo), this implies For x > 2, we will show that r < ~. 
r(x) < 1.550 . . . .  ~(a+2)<~k(a+x)  (x>2).  
From the well-known continued fraction for ~k ~, 
1 
¢'(x) = 1 al (x> 1/2), 
x -~+ 1 a2 
x-~+ 1 
where 
p4 
(p= 1,2 .... ), 
ap = 4(2p - 1 )(2p + 1 ) 
(see [8, p. 373]), we find that 
x - 1/2 1 
(x - 1/2) 2 + 1/12 <~b'(x)<<'x - 1/-----2 
which implies 
(x>½), 
, _ x [ (b+x)  2 + 1/12] 
rtx)<<. . . . .  (x>0),  (2.2) 
(b + x)(b + x 2) 
1 where b = a - ~. Hence, it is enough to show that for x > 2 the ratio on the right-hand side of (2.2) 
3 This is equivalent to is less than ~. 
0<X 3 +b2 x2 +blx+bo (x>2),  (2.3) 
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where 
bo = 3b z = 21.9214..., 
1 = -6.6714 bl =-2b  2 + 3b-  g ... ,  
b2 = -b  - -  -2.7031 . . . .  
The cubic polynomial 
Pl(x) =x 3 - 2.7032x 2 - 6.6715x + 21.9214 
has only one real root, which is negative. Since PI (0)>0,  we conclude that P1 is positive on (0,c~), 
which implies (2.3). 
Next, we prove inequality (2.1) for x E (1,2]. The concavity of ~, yields 
(x -1 )~k(a+Z)+(2-x )~(a+l )~<~k(a+x)  ( l<x~<2),  
so that in view of (2.2) it is sufficient o show that 
x[(b+x)2+l]<(x_l )~k(a+Z)+(2_x)~b(a+l)  ( l<x~<2).  (2.4) 
(b + x)(b + x 2) 
Using the recurrence formula ~k(z + 1 )= ~b(z)+ 1/z (z>0)  (see [1, p. 258]), inequality (2.4) can be 
written as 
O<CaX4÷C3X3÷C2X2÷CIX÷C 0 (1 <X~<2), (2.5) 
where 
11) 
+ -- 7.8498 
a a+l  . . . .  
_ __ l )+(a  1 )  (1+1 1 ) 1 2.7480.. 
a a+l  12 "' 
1 Cl=(a - -~)Z(a+l  
C2= (a -1 ) ( ! - l )  =-1 .8592. . . ,  
= (a - C3 
1 
c4 - -- 0.2379 . . . .  
a+ l  
a - -~ +-=0"7174" ' ' ' a  
The polynomial 
P2(x) = 0.2379x 4 + 0.7174x 3 - 1.8593x 2 - 2.7481x + 7.8498 
has two complex roots and two negative real roots, so that P2(0)>0 leads to P2(x)>0 for x>0,  
which implies (2.5). This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
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1 Lemma 2. I f  c >1 ~ is a real number, then the funct ion 
f~(x) =x~9"(c + x ) /~ ' (c  + x)  
is strictly decreasin9 on [0, cx~). 
t and x/> 0; differentiation yields Proof. Let c ~>
(I/tt(C q-X))2 ~--~ fc(X)= ~t(C -ff X)~b'(C q-X) q- X[~b'(C q-X) ~tt'(C q-X) -- (~¢'(C q- X))2]. 
Applying the inequality 
~k' (y )~"(y )<Z(~k"(y ) )  2 (y>0)  
(a proof is given in [3]), we obtain 
d x (~l'(C q-X))2~xfC ( ) < I~'(C q-X)~tt'(C q-X) q-X(~"(C -}- X)) 2 
= + x)[q/(c + x) + x "(c + x)]. 
Using the integral representations 
and 
~0 '~ t ~o c~ t 2 ~k'(y) = e-yt 1 -- e -t dt, ~'(Y) = - e-Y/1 - -e -t dt 
f0 ° 
1 _ e -yt dt (y  > 0), 
Y 
(see [1, p. 260]), and the convolution theorem for Laplace transforms, we get 
fO ~ fo ~ te-Ct f~ t2e-Ct l~k'(c + x)  + ~"(c  + x)  = e -x' dt e - ~ t -  dt - I e -xt - - - - -  dt 
x 1 - e -~ Jo 1 - e -t 
= fo~e-Xt  [ fo tgc (s )ds -  tOc(t)] dt, 
where 
gc(t) = te-C'/(1 -- e-t). 
A simple calculation shows that gc is strictly decreasing on (0, ~) ,  if c~> ½. This leads to 
f tgc (s )ds>tgc( t )  (t >0), 
so that (2.7) and (2.8) imply 
(x>0) .  
Since ~9"(y)<0 (y>0) ,  we conclude from (2.6) and (2.9) that (d /dx) fc (x )<O for x>0.  
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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3. Main result 
We are now in a position to prove the following submultiplicative property of the psi function. 
Theorem. Let a > 0 be a real number. The inequality 
~O(a + xy)<<. @(a + x)~b(a + y) (3.1) 
holds for all real numbers x>>.O and y>>-O if and only if a>~ao = 3.203171 . . . .  (Here, ao denotes 
the only positive real number which satisfies @(a0)= 1.) 
Proof. First, we assume that there exists a number a > 0 such that inequality (3.1) is valid for all 
x~>0 and y>~0. Then we obtain for large x: 
¢(a + xy)Ab(a + x) <<. ~,(a + y). 
Since l imz~ ~(z)/log(z)= 1 (see [1, p. 259]), we get for y>0:  
lim ~k(a + xy)/~,(a + x) = 1 <<. ~,(a + y); 
X----+ OG 
and, if y tends to 0, then we have 
qJ(a0) = 1 <~(a) .  
Since qJ is strictly increasing on (0, ~) ,  we obtain a>~ao. In order to prove inequality (3.1) for all 
x~>0, y>~0, and a>~ao, we consider two cases. 
Case 1. x E [0, 1] or y C [0, 1]. We may assume that 0~<x~< 1 and y~>0. Then we have a+y>~a+ 
xy, which implies 
~9(a + y)>1 ~b(a + xy)>~ 1. (3.2) 
From (3.2) and 
~(a + x)~>ff(a0) = 1, 
we get 
~(a + x)~(a + y) >1 ~(a + xy), 
with equality holding if and only if x = y = 0 and a = a0. 
Case 2. x > 1 and y > 1. Let 
P(a) = ~b(a + x)~k(a + y) - ~k(a + xy). 
Since ~' is positive and strictly decreasing on (0, o~), we obtain for a>~ao: 
P'(a) = ~k'(a + x)~k(a + y) + ~k(a + x)~k'(a + y) - ~k'(a + xy) 
> O'(a + x) + [~b'(a + y) - ~b'(a + xy)] 
> O, 
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which implies 
P( a) >>- P(ao ). 
Hence, it suffices to prove inequality (3.1) for x>l ,  y>l ,  and a=ao. In what follows we denote 
by a= 3.203171... the only positive real number which satisfies ~k(a)= 1. Moreover, we suppose 
that y ~> x > 1. 
We define 
u(x, y) = O'(a + xy)/¢'(a + y). 
Partial differentiation leads to 
8u(x, y) ~b'(a + xy) 
~ - [fa(xy) - fa(y)] y~'(a + y)'  
where fa is given as in Lemma 2. Since a > ½, we conclude that f~ is strictly decreasing on (0, oc), 
which implies 
Ou(x, y) < O. 
Oy 
Thus, we get for y ~>x > 1: 
u(x, y) <<. u(x,x), (3.3) 
so that inequality (3.3) and Lemma 1 lead to 
~b'(a + xy)  ¢ ' (a+x 2) ~k(a + x) 
~< < (3.4) 
~b'(a + y) O'(a + x) x 
Let 
v(x, y) = O(a + x)~k(a + y) - J/(a + xy); 
from (3.4) we conclude that 
Or(x, y) _ d/(a + x)~k'(a + y) - xlp'(a + xy) > O, 
which implies for y>~x> 1: 
v(x, y) >1 v(x,x) = (~k(a + x)) 2 - ~k(a + x 2) = w(x), say. 
From Lemma 1 we obtain for x > 1" 
½w'(x) = ~(a + x)~b'(a + x) - x~'(a + x 2) > O. 
Since ~k(a + 1 ) = 1 + 1/a, this leads to 
w(x)>w(1)=~k(a+ 1)[~,(a+ 1) -  1]= (1 + 
\ 
) 1>0" 
a 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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From (3.5)-(3.7) we conclude that 
~(a+x)~(a+y)>~(a+xy)  (y>~x> 1). 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
Remarks. (1) The proof of the Theorem reveals: if x/>0, y/>0 and a >~a0, then the sign of equality 
holds in (3.1) if and only if x = y - -0  and a = a0. 
(2) There does not exist a real number a > 0 such that the converse of inequality (3.1) holds, that 
is, 
~(a + x)~(a + y) <<.~(a +xy), (3.8) 
is valid for all x>~0 and y~>0. Indeed, from (3.8) we get for large x: 
~(a + y) <<. ¢(a + xy)/¢(a + x). 
And, if x tends to c~, then we get for y > 0 : ~(a + y) ~< 1, which is false for all large y. 
(3) A function f : [0 ,  oo)~ R is said to be subadditive if
f (x+y)<. , . f (x )+f (y )  for all x~>0 and y~>0. 
Subadditive functions are important in different mathematical reas, such as the theory of differential 
equations, the theory of convex bodies, and the theory of semi-groups; ee [7]. The following striking 
companion of the Theorem holds: 
Let a>0 be a real number. The function x~(a  + x) is subadditive on [0,c~) if and only if 
a>~al = 1.461632 . . . .  (Here, al denotes the only positive zero of ~.) 
A short proof runs as follows: First, we assume that 
~(a + x + y) ~< ~(a + x) + ~(a + y) (3.9) 
is valid for all x~>0 and y~>0. If we set x=y=0,  then (3.9) yields ~(a)~<2~(a), that is, ~(at )= 
0~<~(a). Since ~ is strictly increasing on (0,oo), we obtain a>~al. 
Next, we define for a~al and y>>.x>>.O: 
~(x, y) = ~b(a + x) + ~(a + y) - ~(a + x + y). (3.10) 
Since 
0~(x, y) _ 0,(a + y) _ ~'(a + x + y) >~ 0, 
0y 
we get 
e(x, y) ~> e(x,x) = 2~(a + x) -- ~b(a + 2x) = fl(x), say. (3.11 )
And, from 
2fl'(x) = ~9'(a + x) - ~'(a + 2x) >~0, 
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we obtain 
fl(x) >>- fl(0) = if(a)/> ~k(a, ) = 0, (3.12) 
so that (3.10)-(3.12) imply (3.9). 
We conclude with the remark that there does not exist a positive real number a such that 
x H-~k(a  + x) is subadditive on [0, 00). Otherwise, from 
~(a+x)+~(a+ y)<<.~b(a+x+ y) (x>>.O, y~O), 
we get for large x: 
2 <~ p(a + 2x)/~p(a + x), 
which is false, since the ratio on the right-hand side tends to 1 as x tends to co. 
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